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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Preliminaries
Status
a preliminary incomplete proposal
PDF available at
http://bc.klf.uw.edu.pl/155/
source ﬁles available on request
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Medieval Unicode Font Initiative (www.mufi.info)
Useful but not suﬃcient for Polish.




Free license: GNU General Public License
http://junicode.sourceforge.net/
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Nowy Karakter Polski
A treatise on Polish orthography (1594)
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Nowy Karakter Polski
The high quality reprint (1982)
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Nowy Karakter Polski
Scanning in UW Library (2009)
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Nowy Karakter Polski
Preliminary DjVuLibre edition (2010)
http://fleksem.klf.uw.edu.pl/~jsbien/tmp/
NKPoDjVu/iNKPo.djvu
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Kochanowski’s ortography
Unicode and MUFI: A
Glyph Entity Code Point Code chart Unicode descriptive name
 &ains; F200 PUA-var LATIN SMALL LETTER A INSULAR FORM
 &aunc; F214 PUA-var LATIN SMALL LETTER A UNCIAL FORM








LATIN CAPITAL LETTER A INSULAR FORM WITH STROKE
=
LATIN SMALL LETTER A INSULAR FORM
\kern-2.5pt\raise2.5pt
LEFT LOWER SLANTED STROKE
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Kochanowski’s ortography
Unicode and MUFI: B, C
Glyph Entity Code Point Code chart Unicode descriptive name
 &bacute; E444 PUA-16 LATIN SMALL LETTER B WITH ACUTE
ć &cacute; 0107 LatExt-A LATIN CAPITAL LETTER C WITH ACUTE







LATIN SMALL LIGATURE CZ
=
LATIN CAPITAL LETTER C
LATIN LETTER REVERSED ESH LOOP
\kern.5pt
COMBINING SHORT STROKE OVERLAY
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Kochanowski’s ortography
Unicode and MUFI: D
Glyph Entity Code Point Code chart Unicode descriptive name
PUA LATIN SMALL LIGATURE DZ
PUA LATIN SMALL LIGATURE DZ WITH ACUTE
PUA LATIN SMALL LIGATURE DZ WITH STROKE






LATIN SMALL LIGATURE DZ: Ȣ̶ ̢
=
LATIN CAPITAL LETTER OU
\raise.3ex
COMBINING LONG STROKE OVERLAY
\kern.2em
\raise.5ex
COMBINING RETROFLEX HOOK BELOW
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Kochanowski’s ortography
Unicode and MUFI: E, F, G
No problems
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Kochanowski’s ortography
Unicode and MUFI: H, I, J, K
Glyph Entity Code Point Code chart Unicode descriptive name
ch PUA LATIN SMALL LIGATURE CH
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Kochanowski’s ortography
Unicode and MUFI: L, M
Glyph Entity Code Point Code chart Unicode descriptive name
PUA LATIN SMALL LETTER L VARIANT FORM
Ɩ PUA LATIN SMALL LETTER L BARBARUM












.LATIN SMALL LETTER L BARBARUM = LATIN CAPITAL LETTER IOTA
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Kochanowski’s ortography
Unicode and MUFI: N, O, P, R
No problems
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Kochanowski’s ortography
Unicode and MUFI: S
Glyph Entity Code Point Code chart Unicode descriptive name
( ſ ) &slong; 017F LatExtA LATIN SMALL LETTER LONG S
LATIN SMALL LETTER S CLOSED VARIANT FORM
( ß ) &szlig; 00DF Lat1Suppl LATIN SMALL LETTER SHARP S VARIANT FORM






LATIN SMALL LETTER L VARIANT FORM:  = LATIN SMALL LETTER S CLOSED FORM (MUFI F128)
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Kochanowski’s ortography
Unicode and MUFI: T, U, W, X, Y
Glyph Entity Code Point Code chart Unicode descriptive name
PUA LATIN SMALL LETTER U VARIANT FORM
PUA LATIN SMALL LETTER W VARIANT FORM







LATIN SMALL LETTER U VARIANT FORM: ʊ
=
LATIN SMALL LETTER UPSILON
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Kochanowski’s ortography
Unicode and MUFI: Z
Glyph Entity Code Point Code chart Unicode descriptive name
PUA LATIN SMALL LETTER Z VARIANT FORM
PUA LATIN SMALL LETTER EZH VARIANT FORM WITH ACUTE
PUA LATIN SMALL LETTER Z VARIANT FORM WITH STROKE






LATIN SMALL LETTER Z VARIANT FORM: z̢ =
LATIN SMALL LETTER Z, COMBINING RETROFLEX HOOK BELOW
LATIN SMALL LETTER EZH VARIANT FORM WITH ACUTE: ʒ́ =
LATIN CAPITAL LETTER EZH, COMBINING ACUTE ACCENT
. . . . . .
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Górnicki’s ortography
Unicode and MUFI: A–C
No new problems except
Glyph Entity Code Point Code chart Unicode descriptive name
cc PUA LATIN SMALL LIGATURE CC
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Górnicki’s ortography
Unicode and MUFI: D–G
No new principal problems
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Górnicki’s ortography
Unicode and MUFI: H–N
No new problems except
Glyph Entity Code Point Code chart Unicode descriptive name
ll PUA LATIN SMALL LIGATURE LL
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Górnicki’s ortography
Unicode and MUFI: O–S
No new principal probles except ligatures
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Górnicki’s ortography
Unicode and MUFI: T–Z
No new principal problems except
Glyph Entity Code Point Code chart Unicode descriptive name
PUA LATIN SMALL LETTER DOUBLE Z
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Januszowski’s orthography
Unicode and MUFI: A–C
No new problems
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Januszowski’s orthography
Unicode and MUFI: D–G
Glyph Entity Code Point Code chart Unicode descriptive name
PUA LATIN SMALL LIGATURE D EZH
PUA LATIN SMALL LIGATURE D EZH WITH ACUTE
PUA LATIN SMALL LIGATURE D EZH WITH DOT
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Historical Polish texts and Unicode
Case study
Januszowski’s orthography
Unicode and MUFI: H–N
No new problems
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Case study
Januszowski’s orthography
Unicode and MUFI: O–S
No new problems
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Case study
Januszowski’s orthography
Unicode and MUFI: T–Z
No new problems
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Case study
Januszowski’s orthography
Unicode and MUFI: alternative characters
Small EZH as a combining character
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A book Principles of editing Old Polish texts, 1955
http://ebuw.uw.edu.pl/publication/1334:
not suﬃcient for our purposes,





Dictionary of 16th century Polish:
editor instruction and actual usage
In theory, practice is compatible with theory;
in practice, it is not.
(author unknown)
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Transcription
Dictionary of 16the century Polish
[…]
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Transcription
Dictionary of 16the century Polish — search engine
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Transcription
Dictionary of 16the century Polish — search engine
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Transcription
Dictionary of 16the century Polish — volume XXXI
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Transcription
Transcription examples: dz ligature, …
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Transcription
Transcription examples: l barbarum, …
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Transcription
Transcription examples: uncial a, …
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Transcription
Transcription examples: r with ogonek, …
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Transcription
Transcription examples: z with stroke, …
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Transcription
Transcription examples: combining ezh, …
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Some remaining problems
Other missing letters: alpha with stroke, …
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Some remaining problems
Other problematic letters (Principles …)
and more …
